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INTRODUCTION – AFRICA IS OUR CALLING CARD

International presence in: Beijing, Dubai, Isle of Man, Jersey, London, New York and Sao Paulo 
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STANDARD BANK’S CLIMATE POLICY SUMMARY
CLIMATE STRATEGY

Our approach

We are committed to ensuring that our business strategy is consistent with and contributes to society’s needs 

and priorities. We support a just transition that seeks to achieve the imperative for environmental sustainability 

in a manner that creates decent work opportunities and social inclusion, addresses Africa’s energy poverty, 

acknowledges Africa’s negligible historical contribution to global emissions, and is grounded in a science-

based understanding of developments in the energy mix.

We commit to achieving net zero carbon emissions

‒ from our own operations for newly built facilities by 2030

‒ for existing facilities by 2040

‒ from our portfolio of financed emissions by 2050.

We are applying complementary mechanisms to reach these goals:

‒ sustainable finance solutions

‒ lending policies

‒ climate targets

‒ innovative ways of engaging with clients and supporting their transitions towards net zero 

emissions.

Our journey is informed by the Network for Greening the Financial System Net Zero 2050 (1.5°C) 

scenario.

▪ We have structured our policy, strategy, assessment of risks and opportunities, and targets 

according to short-, medium- and long-term time horizons, as defined below.

TIME

HORIZONS

Short-term

(0–5 years)

Medium-term

(5–10 years)

Long-term

(+10 years)

Start Year 2022 Start Year 2027 Start Year 2033

End Year 2026 End Year 2032 End Year 2050

Supporting the transition

We are targeting

a cumulative amount of between

R250 billion to R300 billion

to mobilise sustainable finance across all banking products by the end of 2026.

This includes

R50 billion

to finance renewable energy over the next three years, and underwriting a further

R15 billion

for renewable energy over the same timeframe.

This commitment to financing renewable energy is estimated to be 2.5 to 3 times greater

than the group’s financing commitment to non-renewable energy by the end of 2024.

Monitoring and reporting

• We will monitor progress on the achievement 

of climate targets and commitments annually.

• We will review our climate targets and 

commitments at a minimum on a three-year 

cycle from the date of adoption.

• We will disclose our progress in the Standard 

Bank Group’s annual reporting suite.

• We will review and revise our overall climate 

policy whenever necessary and at a minimum of 

every three years.
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GROWTH TOWARDS SUSTAINABLE INVESTMENT

10 YEARS OF ENERGY TRANSITION 
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100
$/bbl oil price 

40 GW Solar

180 GW Wind

USD10.1bn international 

financial flows to developing

countries for clean energy

Deepwater Horizon 

explosion and 

subsequent spill in 

the Gulf of Mexico

0.5 degree celsius

global temperature anomaly 

compared to 20th century

Fukushima Daiichi nuclear 

incident leaves future of 

nuclear energy in doubt

4.9 tons of 

CO2eq per 

capita (peak) 

Renault-Nissan alliance 

reached global sales of 

100,000 all-electric 

vehicles in July 2013

8,000
megatonnes of 

coal consumption 

(peak)

UN Sustainable

Development Goals 

set at UN General 

Assembly

Paris Climate Agreement 

is adopted by 196 

parties at COP 21

China first country

to build installed 

solar PV capacity 

beyond 100 GW

TCFD releases

climate-related 

financial disclosure 

recommendations

USD21.4bn 

international financial 

flows to developing

countries for clean energy

DONG Energy 

rebranded to Orsted

and becomes focused 

on green energy

Call for deep emissions reductions 

and rapid, far-reaching and 

unprecedented changes in all aspects 

of society to meet 1.5 degrees target

USD50/bbl oil 

price 

586 GW Solar

623 GW Wind

US net exporter

of hydrocarbons 

for 1st time since 

1940

Vienna Alliance signed 

across 24 oil-producing 

countries to cooperate 

on production output

Shell delivers world's first 

carbon neutral LNG cargo to 

Tokyo Gas and GS Energy

0.9 degree celsius

global temperature anomaly 

compared to 20th century

4.7 tons of CO2

eq per capita

Global pandemic 

creates drop in 

energy demand by 

5% worldwide

Stimulus to date net 

negative environmental 

impact in 15 G20 countries

Extreme cold trigger 

blackout affecting 

3 million people

$

$

Presentation of EU 

Climate Target Plan

10 million electric 

vehicles on the road
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JUST ENERGY TRANSITION SA 

/1. SA Decarbonisation 
SA needs international support to transform into a low-carbon, climate-resilient and innovative economy to 

contribute its fair share to global efforts towards net-zero carbon emissions by 2050.

/2. Net-Zero Carbon 
It’s important that we remain globally competitive as future trade could be impacted by the possibility of carbon 

taxes. Cleaner, renewable electricity supply will drive decarbonisation in most sectors. 

/3. R3 Trillion Investment 
This transition will require wind and solar capacity that is four times our current coal-power supply needing an 

investment of around R3 trillion within the next 3 decades. 

/4. Emerging Opportunities 
No one should be left behind. The transition must be just and fair, addressing inequality and unemployment. 

SA needs to seize emerging economic opportunities and tackle socio-economic challenges. 

/5. The Goal
In order to meet 2050 goals, SA needs to increase its installation of renewable energy by 10 times. 



SA POWER SECTOR OPPORTUNITIES

◼ Significant demand supply gap estimated at 5-7GW over medium

term;

◼ A total of 11 017MW of coal plants are to be decommissioned

between 2019 and 2030, followed by additional 35 GW from 2030

to 2050;

◼ Conversion of all current diesel peaking plants to gas is an

immediate key priority, Just, timing will be critical. Eskom

repurposing tender under way, Just Transition Transaction;

◼ Gas to Power: 3 000MW (2024 & 2027) – Critical to support increased

roll out of Renewables to ensure grid stability;

◼ Presidential Climate Commission identified Gas as a Transitional

fuel with a key priority to build stakeholder consensus;

◼ Distributed generation opportunities as market opens up and

regulations are amended, licensing threshold removed and Schedule

2 amendments – significant interest from industry;

◼ Power sector reform and Just Energy Transition considerations

towards low cost electricity, job creation, economic growth & long

term sustainability.

IRP2019 sets out future power generation with a shift towards 

Renewables 

The South African power sector is set to grow through increased focus on Renewable Energy as tariffs continue to decline as a result of 

competition and technology advancements.  This will drive the need to fast track the roll out of Gas to Power within the power system.

Affordability
Security of 

supply
Predictability & 

control

Decentralized Energy Drivers
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UTILITY SCALE POWER 

PROJECTS
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UTILITY SCALE RENEWABLE ENERGY PROJECTS: REIPPP
EXAMPLE OF PROJECT STRUCTURE AND REQUIREMENTS

What makes a project “bankable”?

“…is, as it sounds, the acceptability
or otherwise of a Project’s
structure as the basis of a project
financing”

“a Project is bankable if lenders and
equity are willing to finance it”

Certainty of revenue stream, costs
and expenses

10,9GW 
Procured since 2011

6 GW 
Operational (est)
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CLIENT CENTRIC APPROACH TOWARDS SUCCESSFUL STRATEGY DEVELOPMENT & EXECUTION

• Eskom will be the buyer of electricity. If they do not honor
their payment obligations, the DoE stands behind Eskom 
and will meet Eskom’s payment obligation. This DoE 
support covers payment obligations for normal energy 
supply, early and deemed energy supply, reimbursable 
Use of System charges, and compensation payments.  

• If the DoE does not provide payments, then Lenders can 
call termination and Lenders will be paid out in full. 
(Ultimately National Treasury stands behind this 
obligation.) 

BUYER RISK

• Performance guarantees from the EPC contractor(s) will be in 
place (the amount will be specific to each project). 

• Completion tests will have to be passed before completion 
date occurs 

• The equipment provider will provide warranties for the 
performance of the equipment (duration of these will be 
project specific but will most likely be for 2 - 5 years). These 
warranties guarantee the availability energy producing 
capacity of the equipment. 

COMPLETION RISK 
• Wind and solar PV are proven technologies and have a long track 

record 

• We will be funding non-complex installations. 

• The technology (and specific models/units) used on each of the 
Projects will be reviewed by the LTA. 

• For wind, the equipment supplier will ensure that the equipment 
suits the site conditions. 

• Technology providers face reputational damage if their 
technology for poor quality equipment. 

• The RFP states a minimum specification requirement that needs 
to be met for the equipment used. These are qualification criteria 
that must be passed by each project at bid submission. 

TECHNOLOGY RISK

• Nationalisation and expropriation will cause an event of 
termination under the IA. In this case Lenders are paid a 
compensation amount which covers all outstanding debt. 

• In addition, non-fulfilment by DoE of its obligations, 
lenders’ debt is paid in full. 

GOVERNEMENT RISK

• There is a period of downtime in the system that can occur 
(this is to cater for scheduled maintenance). 

• The downtime allowed for in the documents is equal to 5% of 
availability which is significantly higher than the international 
standard of 2 – 3%. 

• If system downtime is longer than this, then the Seller will be 
paid the full tariff for all energy available at the busbar (the 
point of sale). 

SYSTEM RISK

• The PPA is on a take–or–pay basis which means that Eskom must 
purchase all energy provided at the point of sale. 

• SELLER RISK : In the case that there is seller default, Lenders will 
be able to step into the project and rectify the problem or sell it 
to another operator.

REVENUE/SELLER RISK 

UTILITY SCALE RENEWABLE ENERGY PROJECTS - RISK
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PROJECT RISK CONSIDERATIONS ….1
HOLISTIC APPROACH TO RISK ALLOCATION THROUGH SPONSORS, SUPPLIERS AND FUNDERS

Off-taker

• Credit Standing / Financial health (Debt levels, Arrears, Liquidity buffers, etc.) –
Rating cap (outside of other structural considerations)

• Government support framework

• IPP Landscape (Track record (payment), Regulations, PPA)

• Sector / Gvt entity appetite

Sponsors

• Credit Standing / Financial health (Equity injections, support)

• Skin in the game, lock-in periods

• Track record (region, technology, etc.)

• KYC

EPC / O&M

• Credit Standing / Financial health (Contract size relative to BS & liability)

• Track record (region, technology, etc.)

• Contractual Protections (LD regime, performance specifications & security)

• Time to completion (buffers)

• Cost to completion (contingency adequacy)

• Replacement availability

• Fully wrapped, fixed price, date certain (EPCM – not typical. Experience & 
quality of parties. Interface risk)

• Contract scope

Input Suppliers

• Credit Standing / Financial health 

• Contractual protections

• Availability of substitutes (time & price considerations)

• Certainty / Availability of supply (relevant credit sector involvement)

• Quality & Price

• Expansion / capex works required
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Technology

• Track record

• Warranty Periods

• Alternate suppliers

• Spare part availability

• Etc.

Contractual Structure

• Step-in rights

• License, lease requirements, etc.

• Direct Agreements

• Back to back nature of contracts

• Time periods between contracts (sufficient buffers)

Financial Considerations

• Covenants - DSCR, LLCR, PLCR (default, lock-up, base case)

• Gearing

• Tenors (Weighted average loan life and debt tail)

• Suitable contingency

• Financial Model (Base Case & Sensitivity analysis)

• Construction time delays

• O&M cost increase

• Interest rate increase

• Debt capacity

• Etc.

Various Advisors

• LTA, LIA, LLA, Model Audit

• CVs of key parties

• Onsite availability

• Typically – monthly visits during construction period. Quarterly to 
semi-annual thereafter (at least until first few years post COD)

PROJECT RISK CONSIDERATIONS ….2
HOLISTIC APPROACH TO RISK ALLOCATION THROUGH SPONSORS, SUPPLIERS AND FUNDERS
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DECENTRALISED ENERGY 
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DECENTRALISED ENERGY: SUB SECTOR UNPACK

Investors
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Solar Home 

Systems

(“SHSs”)

Rooftop Solar 

Home System

2

Mini-grids 

(‘MG’)

3

Commercial 

& Industrial

(‘C&I’)

4

•Mini grids are classified into 4 categories where the power supplier acts like a 

utility. Power usually charged by usage:

• Utility operated

• Privately operated 

• Community operated 

• Hybrids

•Able to handle larger loads than SHS

•Cost: $150,000 – 200,000 per MG 

•Smart metering technology  and grid compatibility is key

•Use generator or battery system for back-up

•Targeting affluent households

•Custom fit solution for detached houses

•System prices are in the region of +/- USD15 000

•Average size 4 KW

•SA is a current target market 

Asset Finance Solution< 1MW

Property Finance and structured 

Medium Term loan solutions
1 – 5 MW

Too big for Corporate Solution and 
too small for Structured Solution5 -20 MW

Project Finance / Structured 
Solution> 20 MW

•5-2,000kW solar panels

•Target market: shopping malls, 

mines, agricultural farms and 

manufacturers 

•Panels mounted on a large area 

such as rooftop, carpark or a 

farm

•Can be ‘produce for own use’ or 

‘produce to sell to end user’ 

(PPA) transactions

•Cost: Ranges per size of 

installation e.g $2MM for a 

1.3MW installation

•Smart dual meters are key

•STORAGE 

•8-200w solar panel, mounted on roof

•Main target market includes rural and peri-urban areas

•Basic system powers lights, portable radio, USB chargers

•Appliance financing e.g for TVs, fridges

•Upfront deposit + monthly or daily instalments via mobile money

•Ownership of system is after 12-36 months

•Other business models are on “no ownership” basis but on perpetual 

utility model

•Cost: $200 - $600 per basic SHS

•Smart monitoring technology is key

1

Sub-sector

• Engie

• Enel

• Total

• Shell Foundation

• Shell Foundation

• CrossBoundary Energy

• SunFunder

• PowerGen

• Shell Foundation

• SolaGroup

• DPA

• Sunfunder

• CrossBoundary

• Energy Partners 
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• East Africa 

• Nigeria 

DescriptionFocus Countries

• South Africa 

• Nigeria

• South Africa

• Tanzania

• South Africa

• East Africa 

• Nigeria 

Key Players 

Renewables Developers

- Scatec, Engie, Globeleq, 

Acwa, Mulilo, EDF
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◼ Electricity supply and energy security remain a key driver of economic growth
and consideration for industry currently in South Africa especially ito future
planning towards long term sustainability;

◼ Under the recent announcement by the President, to remove the licensing
threshold for embedded generation projects, more opportunities for companies
are opening up.

◼ The current electricity supply challenges in South Africa lead industry to consider
the following key objectives:

– Reliability supply;

– Affordable and predictable electricity cost;

▪ Opportunities are generally aligned with broader ESG objectives and achievingd
growth potential through power solutions;

▪ Decentralised Power solutions to consider could be through self generation options 
or a combination of grid tied options including wheeling of electricity from a 
generator to the customer being the corporate off taker funded:

– Through on Balance sheet and/or 

– Through a project SPV with power being purchased through a Power Purchase 
Agreement (PPA);

◼ Key considerations will include sustainable tariffs and risk allocation to support
flexible and attractive solutions, including tenor of finance, ESG finance and PPA
considerations ito risk allocation.

Standard Bank has an 
intimate understanding 
of Africa’s power 
sector’s dynamics…

...Standard Bank has 
positioned itself as the 
leading financier

…We are well-
positioned to assist our 
clients in capitalising on 
any captive power 
opportunity our clients 
may want to pursue …

POWER SOLUTION TOWARDS SUSTAINABLE GROWTH

Client Pain points

Electricity Users’Challenges

Conflicting solutions, opinion and advice

Questionable providers damaging industry reputation

High levels of complexity

Time and effort required

Delays in the process

Funding

Technical

Legal & Regulatory
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KEY DRIVERS AND FUNDING OPTIONS

❑ Simplest and quickest way of installing a captive power

plant.

❑ Client develops, finances, and operates the power plant for

own use.

❑ Depending on regulation, excess power can be sold to other

consumers or back into grid.

❑ One-time cost, however, upfront cost could be high.

❑ Own the power plant directly.

❑ Could be funded through own funds only or a combination

of external debt and own funds.

❑ Funding on balance sheet may come at better funding rates,

as benefit of corporate balance sheet can be taken into

account, however the limited-recourse nature of funding is

lost.

❑ Provides access to electricity without owning or

operating power plant.

❑ Independent Power Producer (IPP) develops,

finances and operates power plant.

❑ No upfront capital cost for client.

❑ Power plant owned by third party.

❑ Payment per kWh consumed (tariff charged).

❑ Offers simplicity for clients in the sense that they do

not need to “get in the power business”.

❑ Contracting structure and lenders’ due diligence likely

to lead to long lead time before power plant is

available to produce power.

Up-front cost On-going 
PPA

On-Balance Sheet Funding Limited recourse funding 

Security of power 
supply through own 

generation

Control over capacity, 
specifications and 

operations of power 
plant

Reduce costs and 
losses associated 
with power cuts

Control on timing and 
speed of 

procurement & 
construction of power 

plant

Reduced costs 
(dependent on type 

of solution)

Minimal losses 
associated with 

distribution/transmissi
on of electricity

Tariff certainty (Non-
recourse funding 

structure)

Sustainable growth potential is being 
constrained by the available power supply
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FUNDING CONSIDERATIONS 

The challenges to traditional commercial debt financing providers ,include: 

1. Credit risk assessment

▪ understanding and sector appetite of corporate, labour intensiveness, 

volatility or cyclicality of sector 

▪ strong and experienced partners, 

▪ strength of corporate as off taker

▪ bank will view the corporate & IPP as one economic group given the IPP’s 

dependency on corporate cash flows

1. Form of PPA

▪ the payments under the PPA will need to be serviced on a take-or-pay basis; 
▪ acceptable termination provisions;
▪ embedded in a lease structure

2. Tenor of funding required

▪ medium to long-term tenor appetite restrictions, due to the inability to take 
long term credit views on corporates 

3. Level of Parental support

▪ single asset risk acceptable or not
▪ parent company guarantee, full or conditional
▪ financial strength and level of diversification of Parent

5. Currency

▪ hard currency development costs versus local currency 
incomes, 

▪ more attractive hard currency funding rates against local 
currency revenue streams 

6. Accounting treatment

▪ Will the IPP consolidate onto the Corporate’s balance sheet 
and is this arrangement acceptable to the client

▪ Or an opportunity for an operating lease structure

7. Need for PRI

▪ Depending on the jurisdiction of the project
▪ Could structure offshore USD movement/accounts to mitigate

8. Resources and returns

▪ smaller transaction sizes leading to relatively costly financing 
structures, 

▪ allocation of limited specialist financing resources to ‘small’ 
deals

Key Funding Considerations
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PPA

◼ PPA comes into effect for non-recourse funding options.

◼ Risk-sharing is a key feature of the PPA and should cover (non-exhaustive list):

o Payment guarantees

o Fuel supply and quality

o Change in applicable laws

o Duration of PPA and early termination of PPA

o Force majeure

Tariff

◼ If funding structure is non-recourse, tariff becomes an important consideration in whether or not clients will procure a captive power

solution

◼ The key consideration is whether or not the proposed tariff is more competitive when compared with other alternatives.

◼ The tariff will be structured in the same manner as a traditional large scale IPP and contain:

o Capacity charge – will cover SPV’s fixed costs (i.e. debt service, equity returns, fixed operating costs)

o Energy charge – will cover SPV’s variable costs (i.e. fuel costs and other costs that vary depending on power produced)

Number of 

Offtakers
◼ Where off-taker is supplying power to more than one client / off-taker, there will be a need for separate PPAs for each customer.

Fuel Supply

◼ A Fuel Supply Agreement will be required for solutions that don’t involve renewable energy

◼ Fuel supply may be structured as a tolling agreement or with the SPV being responsible for procuring the fuel as part of its

obligations under the PPA.

Note: Tolling agreement is applicable in instances where the client / off-taker has access to fuel

Security

◼ For both the on-balance sheet as well as the non-recourse funding options, the creditworthiness of the ultimate off-taker is a key

consideration in making ultimate transaction bankable.

◼ ECA cover may be available in some instances, thus reducing some of the risk associated with the project.

Regulatory 

Environment

◼ Solution may require generation licence from country-specific energy regulator.

◼ There may be a requirement to get other permits in order to operate.

FUNDING CONSIDERATIONS (CONT.) 
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STEPS IN THE PROJECT DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

Site Selection
◼ Key decisions include whether to focus on greenfield or brownfield, electrified or remote regions, tenant type and power requirements, and

what technologies are consistent with local fuel infrastructure.

Pre-feasibility 

Study

◼ The project developer (i.e. client or IPP) will need to analyse the potential investment to help determine whether it is even worth moving to

the feasibility phase.

Investor & 

Developer 

Agreement 

◼ Having identified an industrial site, the initial developer will need to decide if they are going to develop it independently; in partnership with

another power company, manufacturer, or fuel supplier; or, in conjunction with the potential client.

Licensing & 

Permitting
◼ The project developer will need to obtain National permits

Feasibility Study ◼ The developer will need to confirm the practical and logistical feasibility of the project, and evaluate technological and financing options.

Project Contracts 

Drafting

◼ In the event of non-recourse funding, the project developer will need to choose its key partners (operator, fuel supplier, etc.) and agree key

contracts including EPC, O&M or private offtaker PPAs.

Financing
◼ The developer will need to structure its credit agreements, focusing on the currency of debt repayment, level of recourse to the sponsor(s),

and credit enhancements.
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THANK YOU


